
Software Developer 

 

Position Scope 

We are looking for a Software Developer to build and implement functional 

programs. You will work with other Developers and Product Managers throughout 

the software development life cycle.  

In this role, you should be a individual player with a keen eye for detail and problem-

solving skills. If you also have experience in popular coding languages (e.g. Python), 

we’d like to meet you. Your goal will be to build efficient programs and systems 

that serve user needs. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

 Work individually to design algorithms and flowcharts 

 Produce clean, efficient code based on specifications 

 Integrate software components and third-party programs 

 Verify and deploy programs and systems 

 Troubleshoot, debug and upgrade existing software 

 Gather and evaluate user feedback 

 Recommend and execute improvements 

 Create technical documentation for reference and reporting 

 Submit the assigned works on time 

 Learn new technologies that are needed for the project development 

 Involve in client meet 

Eligibility Criteria 

 Proven experience as a Software Developer, Software Engineer or 

similar role will be an advantage 

 Knowledge of coding languages (e.g. Python, react native,flutter,    

android,Java,JavaScript etc..) and frameworks/systems (e.g. 

Django,React JS,AngularJS, Git etc..) 

 Ability to learn new languages and technologies 

 Excellent communication skills 

 Resourcefulness and troubleshooting aptitude 

 Excellent Problem solving skills 

https://resources.workable.com/product-manager-job-description
https://resources.workable.com/software-engineer-job-description


 A highly motivated individual looking to work for benefitting the semi-

urban/rural livelihoods 

 

 

Qualification  

    
BE / B.Tech in Computer Science BSc/MSc in Computer Science, 

Engineering, BCA/MCA or a related field 

 

Fresher’s can also apply 

 
The above-mentioned positions will be purely on contractual basis for 6 

months/ till the project completion. 

 

 

How to apply 

 
   Interested candidates should fill the form on or before 15th October 

2021.   Form Link:  https://forms.gle/ZfcfAb5PVVAnV3fBA  
 

               Due to the high volume of applications, only shortlisted applicants 

will receive a response from AICIIITKottayam Foundation. All right reserved with 

AIC- IIITKottayam Foundation. 

 

Company Profile 
  

AIC IIITKottayam Foundation (http://icentre.iiitkottayam.ac.in/), is a non-

profit Sec.8 company. It is sanctioned under the Atal Innovation Mission scheme 

of Govt. of India. The centre will address the existing problems of entrepreneurs 

by providing them with sufficient input in terms of knowledge, guidance, 

mentoring, training, and demonstrations. Mere fulfilment of the criteria doesn't 

entitle a candidate to be called for the Interview / further selection process. AIC 

IIITKottayam reserves the right to shortlist the candidates to reasonable limit based 

on the criteria higher than what is advertised "AIC IIIT KOTTAYAM foundation 

reserves the right to cancel or not to select any individuals against this 

advertisement without assigning any reasons” 

 

https://forms.gle/ZfcfAb5PVVAnV3fBA

